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1. Introduction
Enhancing Oil Recovery (EOR) is an important
goal in the petroleum industries and has important effect
on the development of the nations from the Economical
and industrial points of view. In this paper the boundary
integral equation method has been employed for numerical
simulation of the growth and collapse of a vapor bubble in
a narrow cylindrical passage due to the emission of the
ultrasound waves.
The growth and collapse phases of the ultrasound
induced cavitation bubbles in the liquid domain filled in
the passages of a porous medium, transfer the energy of the
emitted ultrasound waves in the liquid domain in an explosive manner and consequently apply impact forces on any
obstacles which may exist or be produced during the operating time of the oil well in the passages of the porous medium and consequently reduce its permeability. The impact
forces on these obstacles which are the consequent of the
energy transfer through the velocity and pressure fields in
the liquid filled passages of the porous medium due to the
explosive pulsations of the vapor bubbles could remove
these obstacles and increase the permeability of the porous
medium.
Conventional methods for oil enhancing recovery
like hydraulic fracture, CO2 injection, steam flooding and
hot water flooding, have been known for a long time in the
petroleum industries [1-5].
During the last decade employing of ultrasound
waves for increasing permeability of a porous medium and
consequently enhancing oil recovery has been subject of a
few researches throughout the world [6-11]. By applying
ultrasound waves to a porous medium filled with different
liquids, cavitation bubbles are generated in the liquids inside the passages of the porous medium.
Because of the important roles of the cavitation
bubble in enhancing oil recovery and cracking of heavy
crude oil and other processes in petroleum and petrochemical industries, medicine, and other fields of science and
industry, the interested researchers in this field have attempted to understand the dynamic behavior of vapor cavitation bubble in the narrow confined regions via experimental and numerical investigations [12-14].
These highly pulsating bubbles in the liquid filled
passages of the porous medium transfer the energy of the
ultrasound waves through the liquid domain of their periphery via highly dynamic velocity and pressure fields and
have high impact forces on the obstacles existing in the

passages of the porous medium. These obstacles have been
accumulated in the passages of the porous medium during
the operation time of the oil wells and act as plugs in these
passages and consequently reduces permeability of the
porous medium. Therefore highly dynamic impact forces
acting due to the explosive pulsations of the ultrasound
waves induced by cavitation bubbles could remove these
obstacles and consequently lead to the increasing of permeability of the porous medium and enhancing oil recovery. An experimental study in the Penn state university in
2004 [15], and few experimental and numerical researches
in Canada [16-17], Russia [18] and Malaysia [19] have
been reported about application of ultrasound waves for
enhancing oil recovery.
In this paper a fundamental numerical study has
been reported for understanding of some of the mechanisms of oil recovery enhancement by using the ultrasound
waves. Three different axisymmetric passages are introduced as geometrical models for the passages of a porous
medium. A boundary integral equation method based on
the Green's integral formula and potential fluid flow theory
has been employed for the numerical simulation of this
problem.
2. An important note on the strategy of the solution of
this research
By the emission of the ultrasound waves to a liquid filled porous medium, energy of the ultrasound waves
transfer to the porous medium. Some fraction of this energy dissipate in the solid portion of the porous medium and
in the bubbly liquid flow domain inside the passages of the
porous medium and some other fraction of the energy of
the ultrasound waves have been used for generation of the
cavitation vapor bubbles in the liquid filled passages
throughout the porous medium. The generation of the cavitation bubbles starts from the nuclei hosts of the liquid
domain. The initial boundary conditions for growing of a
cavitation bubble are based on the distribution of the velocity potential on the initial boundary of the minimum vapor
bubble. The magnitude of the velocity potential on the
boundary of initial vapor bubble can be obtained by using
Beta incomplete function.
Blake et al. [20] clearly explained the initial
boundary conditions of the cavitation bubbles. Best in his
novel work gives the theory for the initial boundary conditions of the explosion bubbles [21].
In this research, the energy of the ultrasound
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waves has been considered for generation of the cavitation
bubbles and consequently enhancing oil recovery. It should
be noted that the mechanisms of the growth and collapse of
the cavitation and explosion bubbles are mostly the same.
During the growth and collapse phases of a cavitation bubble, the vapor pressure inside the bubble is constant and is
equal to the saturated vapor pressure. The velocity potential on the boundary of a cavitation bubble in its minimum
volume can be calculated by using Beta incomplete function. But the pressure inside an explosion bubble during its
growth and collapse phases is variable and could be calculated from the thermodynamic isentropic equation for an
ideal gas approximately. In this paper, the theory of the
explosion bubbles which is given by Best [21] is employed
for the growth and collapse phases of the bubbles induced
by ultrasound waves in the liquid filled passages of a porous medium. This choice enables us to evaluate clearly
the energy input for generation of each bubble. Employing
of Beta incomplete function and the initial boundary condition for the cavitation bubbles which are given by Blake et
al. [20] remains as our future duty.
3. Geometry of the problem: an elemental model of a
porous medium
The geometry of problem is shown in Fig. 1.

small spherical vapor bubble with an internal high pressure
and high temperature is initially generated at the center of
the liquid filled horizontal passage due to a local energy
input. The liquid flow around the vapor bubble is considered as an irrotational flow and then the flow around the
vapor bubble is a potential flow.
The equation which explains the motion of a
spherical vapor bubble in its initial state with a given initial
pressure is given as:
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where ΔP is difference of the pressure in the far field (P∞)
and saturated vapor pressure (Pc), R is the radius of the
bubble and dots denote derivative with respect to time,
thus R is the radial velocity of the bubble andis the R
radial acceleration [22].
The Green's integral formula governing the potential liquid flow around the vapor bubble is given by:
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Fig. 1 illustrates a small portion of a porous medium of a petroleum reservoir. As it is shown in Fig. 1, the
problem is axisymmetric and symmetric axis assumed to
be horizontal. The horizontal axisymmetric passage represented in this figure is filled with an inviscid and incompressible liquid which could be brine.
Fig. 2 shows a bubble in its initial minimum volume which is generated due to a local energy input and is
located at the center of the liquid filled area of the passage,
assumed as a small portion of the porous medium.

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of a vapor bubble generated due to a local energy input and located at the center of the liquid filled passage of a porous medium
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of a small portion of a porous medium in a petroleum reservoir
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where p is a point in the liquid domain or on its boundary
and q is a point on the boundaries of the liquid domain, Φ
is the velocity potential, Cp is a constant parameter and

is the normal velocity on the boundaries of the liquid
n
domain. The unsteady Bernoulli's equation is used for time
historical evaluation of the velocity potential and is given
as:
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5. Discretization of the problem
Fig. 3 illustrates the discretized boundaries of the
selected elemental model of a porous medium.

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of discretized boundaries
of the selected elemental model of a porous medium

4. Governing equations
The liquid in the horizontal passage of Fig. 1 is
brine and is assumed to be inviscid and incompressible. A

Since the problem is axisymmetric then the symmetric axis behaves as a mathematical boundary and the
boundaries at the two extreme ends of the liquid domain
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are assumed to be at physical infinity. Thus the domain of
this study is a bounded domain, which is required for satisfying of the conservation laws.
The Green's integral formula which is mentioned
in Eq. (2) discretized as follow:
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where S is the surface of the liquid domain and Ω is liquid
domain. The unsteady Bernoulli's equation for any points
on the moving boundaries of the liquid domain in the Lagrangian form is given:
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where Pb is the variable pressure inside the vapor bubble,
generated due to a high local energy input, during its
growth and collapse phases.
The discretized form of unsteady Bernoulli's
equation in its Lagrangian form is given as:
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The problem is non-dimensionalised based on the
following parameters, the maximum radius of the bubble
Rm, the difference of the pressure in the far field (P∞) and
saturated vapor pressure, ΔP, the density of the fluid, ρ.

6. Theoretical scenario for solution of the problem and
its computational implementation
For the solution of the problem under investigation a theoretical scenario has been developed based on the
idea that the input energy generates a very small vapor
bubble with a very high pressure and temperature in its
inside. At the initial instant the vapor bubble is spherical in
its minimum volume and the radial velocity of its surface
is assumed to be zero.
Although the radial velocity of the initial spherical bubble in its minimum volume is zero, but due to the
high pressure and temperature of its internal vapor contents, its spherical surface has a high acceleration and starts
to grow. These has three different geometrical shapes of
horizontal passages are constructed as elemental models of
small portions of a porous medium which provide different
confined spaces around a vapor bubbles generated by a
local energy input.
The computational implementation of simulation
of the growth and collapse phases of the vapor bubbles
inside each of the three different horizontal passages which
have been proposed as elemental models for a porous medium in this research is as explained below.
Distribution of the velocity potential on the minimum spherical vapor bubble initially is known an all velocity potential located at the middle point of each linear
elements are equal to zero. Also the normal velocity on
each linear element on the wall of the horizontal passage is
zero. Then by solving the Green's integral formula the
normal velocities on the bubble surface and velocity potentials on the linear elements along the wall of the passage
can be obtained.
By defining a variable time step as below the evolution of the vapor bubble inside, the passages which have
been proposed as elemental models representing a small
portion of a porous medium can be explained below:
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for the normal velocity on the boundary of the bubble.
Here, by assuming the non-condensable gas inside
the vapor bubble as an ideal gas which goes an isentropic
process and by employing the above defined nondimensional parameters, Eq. (1) becomes:
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where ε is called the strength parameter, which is a measure of the strength of the initial high pressure inside the
vapor bubble and enables the bubble to grow to its maximum volume, γ is the Ratio of the specific thermal coefficient of the gas inside the bubble, P0 is the Initial high
pressure inside the bubble.
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where ΔΦ is some constant that represents the maximum
increase of the velocity potential on the bubble boundary
between the two successive time steps.
7. Numerical results and discussion
Fig. 4 illustrates time dependent profiles of the
vapor bubble during its growth and collapse phases in a
cylindrical passage. As it is seen in this figure, the bubble
during its growth phase elongates along the axis of symmetry and then the liquid particles in the vicinity of the
vapor bubble have been accelerated in the direction away
from the bubble in its both left and right sides. At the end
of the growth phase the dynamic pressure of the accelerated liquid particles has been converted to the static pressure.
Therefore two high pressure regions in the left and right
sides of the elongated bubble in its maximum volume are
developed. These high pressure regions in the left and right
sides of the bubble cause development of the liquid jets on
the right and left extreme boundaries of the bubble with a
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very high velocity and convert the vapor bubble to a toroidal bubble. Then two high pressure regions in the both left
and right sides of the bubble coincide each other in the
centroid of the toroidal bubble and cause development of a
disk shape liquid jet which is directed to the cylindrical
wall. The development of the disk shape liquid jet has been
reported by Farhangmehr et al. [2014]. Converting the vapor bubble into a toroidal bubble is beyond the scope of
this work.

Fig. 4Time-dependent profiles of a vapor bubble generated
due to a local energy input in the cylindrical capillary tube in a porous medium. Corresponding nondimensional
times
are:
a) t = 0.00364;
b) t = 0.70303;
c) t = 2.14653;
d) t = 3.84178;
e) t = 4.79135
Fig. 5 illustrates the time dependent profiles of the
vapor bubble during its growth and collapse phases in a
cylindrical passage which has a semi-tube like cavity
around the vapor bubble. Then in the case of Fig. 5, the
vapor bubble during its growth and collapse is not in a
space confined as much as in the case of Fig. 4. Due to the
this fact in Fig. 5, it is shown that the vapor bubble at the
end of its growth phase is not as much elongated as in the
case of Fig. 4. Therefore the liquid particles around the
axisymmetric axis in the direction away from the bubble
are not as high accelerated as in the case of Fig. 4. Consequently the magnitude of the pressure at the left and right
sides of the bubble are not as high as the case of Fig. 4.
Thus with this background of physics of the liquid flow
two liquid jets which are developed at both left and right
sides of the bubble are broader in comparison with the case
of figure 4.
Fig. 6 illustrates the growth and collapse phases of
a vapor bubble in a cylinder passage with an elliptical
semi-tube like axisymmetric cavity. It seems that the conditions of Fig. 6 from the confined space point of view
around the vapor bubble is between the cases of Figs. 4
and 5. Therefore two developed liquid jets on both extreme
left and right sides of the vapor bubble boundary during its
collapse phase are more broader than the developed liquid
jets of the case of figure 4 and less broader than the developed liquid jets of the case of Fig. 5. Thus in the case of
Fig. 6, the exerted forces on the obstacles which may exist
in front of the bubble induced liquid flow due to the dynamic velocity and pressure fields of the liquid domain are

higher than the exerted forces on the obstacles which may
exist in front of the bubble induced liquid flow in the case
of Fig. 4 and is lower than the corresponding forces in the
case of Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Time-dependent profiles of a vapor bubble generated due to a local energy input in the hemispherical
pore in the middle of the passage in a porous media.
Corresponding
non-dimensional
times
are:
a) t = 0.00364;
b) t = 0.60248;
c) t = 2.04458;
d) t = 3.76093; e) t = 4.62447

Fig. 6 Time-dependent profiles of a vapor bubble generated due to a local energy input in the semi-ellipsoidal
pore in the middle of the passage in a porous media.
Corresponding
non-dimensional
times
are:
a) t = 0.00364;
b) t = 0.68407;
c) t = 2.16404;
d) t = 3.87322; e) t = 4.67378
Fig. 7 illustrates the velocity of the liquid jets
which are developed during the collapse phases of the vapor bubble in the above three different geometrical elements of a porous medium. As it is seen in this figure, in
the case of a vapor bubble in a cylindrical passage which
provides the most confined space around the vapor bubble
during its growth and collapse phases, the bubble during its
growth phase elongates along the symmetry axis of the
cylinder more than the other two cases. Thus, in this case
the liquid particles in the right and left sides of the bubble
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Non dimensional Jet Velocity

along the symmetry axis of the passages accelerates more
than the two other cases. Consequently high pressure regions developed in the right and left sides of the vapor
bubble at the end of its growth phase, because of bringing
to rest of the accelerated liquid particles have the highest
magnitude of the pressure in comparison with the two other cases. Thus having the highest magnitude of the pressure regions in the right and left sides of the bubble at the
end of its growth phase inside a cylindrical passage, results
in having the highest magnitude of the liquid jet velocities
at the instant of transforming the vapor bubble to a toroidal
bubble.
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8. Concluding remarks
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Fig. 7 Variation of the non-dimensional jet velocity at the
right and left sides of the vapor bubble against nondimensional time during its growth and collapse
phases for the cases of 1 cylinderical passage, 2 cylinderical passage with the hemispherical pore in the
middle of the passage, 3 cylinderical passage with
the semi-ellipsoidal pore in the middle of the passage

V/Vmin

drical passage with a semi-spherical pore in the middle of
the passage, 3- cylindrical passage with a semi-ellipsoidal
pore in the middle of the passage. As it has been shown in
Fig. 8 the growth and collapse rate of the vapor bubble in
the case of a cylindrical passage is the lowest and the rate
of the growth and collapse phases of the vapor bubble in
the case of a cylindrical passage with a semi-spherical pore
in the middle of the passage is the highest. Also Fig. 8
shows that the rate of the growth and collapse phases of the
vapor bubble in the case of a cylindrical passage with a
semi-ellipsoidal pore in the middle of the passage is between the two extreme cases. Fig. 8 illustrates the fact that
the most confined space increases the lifetime of a vapor
bubble during its growth and collapse phases.
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Fig. 8 Variation of the ratio of the bubble volume to its
minimum volume against the non-dimensional time
during its growth and collapse phases for the cases
of 1 cylinderical passage, 2 cylinderical passage
with the semi-spherical pore in the middle of the
passage, 3 cylinderical passage with the semiellipsoidal pore in the middle of the passage
Fig. 8 illustrates rate of the growth and collapse
phases of the bubble in a: 1- cylindrical passage, 2- cylin-

In this paper the idea of Enhancing of Oil Recovery (EOR) is investigated numerically in a novel approach
by proposing three different geometries as elemental geometrical models for a porous medium. This novel approach
is based on the idea of transferring of energy of the ultrasound waves to liquid filled passages of a porous medium
by explosive growth of cavitation vapor bubbles and their
consequent violate collapse. The highly explosive pulsations of the vapor bubbles, produce highly dynamic velocity and pressure fields in the liquid domain inside the passages of the porous medium and apply high impact forces
on the obstacles which may exist in the passages in front of
the bubble induced liquid flow and could remove them.
Thus removing of these obstacles in the passages of the
porous medium increases the permeability of the porous
medium of the oil reservoir and consequently results in
Enhancing of Oil Recovery.
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ENERGY TRANSFER IN A LIQUID FILLED
ELEMENTAL PASSAGE OF A POROUS MEDIUM
FOR PERMEABILITY ENHANCEMENT DUE TO
PULSATION OF A VAPOR BUBBLE
Summary
In this paper, a novel method which has been proposed during the last decade for increasing of the permeability of porous media of petroleum reservoirs by transferring of energy via ultrasound waves is investigated numerically. Increasing of permeability of porous media of petroleum reservoirs results in enhancing of oil recovery. This
technique is based on the idea of transferring of energy to
the liquid filled porous media via the ultrasound waves and
consequently producing of pulsating vapor bubbles. The
generated vapor bubbles transfer the energy of ultrasound
waves in the liquid filled passages of a porous medium
through velocity and pressure fields in the liquid domain
and in turn apply impact forces on obstacles which have
been made from accumulation of clays inside passages of
the porous medium around the wellbore of an oil well after
a long operating time. Removing of these obstacles, results
in increasing of permeability of the porous medium and
enhancing of oil recovery. The boundary integral equation
technique is employed for numerical simulation of the
growth and collapse of the cavitation bubbles and transferring of energy in the liquid domain by the bubbles pulsations. Three different geometries have been proposed as
elemental passages of a porous medium. Numerical results
show that the controlled growth and collapse of vapor bubbles induced by emission of the ultrasound waves in a liquid filled porous medium could lead to a powerful technology for enhancing oil recovery and consequently for industrial and economical development of the nations and countries having petroleum and other liquid reservoirs.
Keywords: Porous medium, Cavitation vapor bubble,
Boundary integral equation technique, Enhanced oil recovery (EOR), Ultrasound waves.
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